November 4, 2000

Mr.
William Jefferson CLINTON
President of the United States of America
White House
Washington, DC
USA

STATE DEPARTMENT
Washington, DC
USA

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The Chairman and all the members
Washington, DC
USA
“We cannot destroy England, France,
Russia or the United States,
but we can destroy Serbs and Serbia and we will.”
A German to a Serb in Germany, 1984.

Dear Mr. President CLINTON,
Dear Mr. Chairman of the Congress of the United States of America,
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, Members of the USA Government and Congress,

During the Second World War it was very dangerous in Yugoslavia, hence in Serbia, [I speak only
about my broader native land (ex-) Yugoslavia and about the closer one - Serbia, since I know well them], to
listen to radio emissions from the allied countries. The Voice of America was the voice of friends, the sound of
freedom, the sparkle of hope and the promise for victory for the occupied people. They were gathering secretly
during dark nights in order to listen to the Voice of America. They trusted the USA President, Government,
Congress and the Voice of America.
The Americans were further inspiring the traditional faith of the Serbian people to the allied peoples,
which was established strongly during the I World War. The Serbian part of the Yugoslav Royal Army, which
under the command of General Drazha MIHAILOVITCH rejected to accept the capitulation and started the first
secular fighting against HITLER's Nazi, succeeded to save more than four hundred USA pilots during the II
World War. They stayed faithful alley during the whole War. Another organized Yugoslav soldiers, under the
command of Marshall TITO, among whose Partisans the great majority were Serbs, were also courage fighters
for liberty, against fascism, and faithful to the USA and all the other allied countries.
A Serbian person, who spent, as an imprisoned officer of the Yugoslav Royal Army, four and half years
in the camps in Osnabrück and Nürnberg in Germany, spoke highly respectfully about courage and nobility of
American soldiers and officers. They had to pass a tough fighting with Nazis. When the USA Army, whose
commander was famous General PATON, concluded that they had broken the Nazi resistance, they stopped
fighting. The USA soldiers came out from tanks to sit smoking on them in spite there were still sporadic Nazi
shooting. The USA Army liberated all the prisoners. The person created a faithful friendship with a young USA
Lieutenant John MILLER, who once came to inform delightfully the person that he would go to Japan to join
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there the USA Army. Free Europe and the whole humanity caring freedom admired with the deepest respect the
Americans for their devotion to liberty, not only internally in the USA, but also abroad.
Being exhausted by the war, the people of Yugoslavia needed deeply all kinds of help and support after
the end of the II World War. It was coming regularly over some period from the USA. The parcels were wisely
prepared. Even their bags were useful. Mothers and/or grandmothers used them to make dresses for children.
The people were blessing the Americans, the USA President, Government and Congress.
Admiration to and respect for the Americans and the USA President were flourishing to the national
love among Serbs after the War. The Americans were considered as the symbols and guarantee for the secular
peace, freedom of peoples, sovereignty and independence of countries, as catalyzars of creation or reaffirmation
of tolerant, respectful, human relationship among peoples. Their moves were proving their complete devotion to
the USA national values, which have had also deep international importance: freedom, honesty, courage, equal
human rights, truth, justice, legitimacy, the equal rights of other peoples for their free and democratic selfdetermination and self - organization in the Parentland, for their legitimate right to live in their sovereign and
independent states established in their ancestor land.
The current USA President, Government and Congress have been deeply interfering with the internal
affairs in many countries. I will continue to speak only about Yugoslavia and Serbia. Such USA involvement has
fundamentally influenced the lives of all the peoples and citizens of Yugoslavia, including my family and mine.
You claimed that you have been doing that on behalf of humanity, freedom, justice, equal human rights,
democracy defense, preservation of peace, development of tolerant and respectful relationships among peoples
and countries. The USA President has the highest competence, but also responsibility, for the USA involvement
in the international affairs.
Unfortunately, your, Mr. President Jefferson William CLINTON, attitude to the Serbs has been
catastrophically wrong. Your information about the events in Yugoslavia and Serbia, and about Serbian people,
which you addressed to the USA people and the international community, was as truthful as your statement in
the USA Court. Your politics did everything opposite to the great USA national values of the deep international
importance. The illustrative proof is the tragedy in Yugoslavia in the whole, which has been achieving its
"highlights" in Serbia. The latter is mainly the consequence of your personal and your Government politics, in
my frank opinion and evaluation according to my knowledge and understanding. I expressed this to you as early
as in the letter of December 20, 1998 (which you doubtless received personally). I hope the Americans will
provide you adequately with all what and how you deserve after the end of your Presidential mandate.
In view of continued interference of the USA President with the internal affairs in my native Serbia, I
asked you, the USA Congress, twice (May 17 and October 2 this year) to permit Serbian and Yugoslav people,
as well as me, to vote for a candidate to become the USA President. Such a kind request was obviously unusual,
but it was completely justified by the above facts. The USA Congress has not replied. The USA Presidential
Election Day is close. I have not gotten a possibility to vote, as an alien, for a candidate to become the USA
President. Therefore, I take the freedom to express publicly who I would vote for if the USA Congress enabled
me to vote.
If I got the possibility to vote then I would vote for the candidate to become the President of the United
States of America who would:
°

inform truthfully the USA people about events in other countries when the President decides to
interfere in their internal affairs,
-

rather than to distort the truth on the peoples rights, such as the distortion of the truth about
constitutional right for self - determination given only to the peoples of Yugoslavia and not
to its republics,

-

rather than to hide the truth, such as the fact that the majority of soldiers and officers of
Yugoslav Federal Army in Slovenia were Slovenes (not Serbs),

-

rather than to hide the truth, such as that on the beginning of the war in Croatia and Bosnia,
just to mention a few events from the very beginning:
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~ S. R. of Croatia was established as the Republic of two constitutive peoples with equal
rights, of the Croats and the Serbs, in other to avoid to recognize political, economic and
cultural autonomy of the Serbs in Krayina and Slavoniya; the Croatian Government and
Parliament led by late President Dr Franjo TUDJMAN not only cancelled that, but even
eliminated the recognition of the Serbs in the new Croatian Constitution, which was
accompanied by the introduction of state symbols almost the same as those of the
fascistic Independent Croatian State (known as “NDH”) established under HITLER’s
protection, which was followed by aggressive warnings on Serbian houses in Krayina
and Slavoniya such as in the NDH, and which forced the Serbs to start organizing
themselves for the self-defense by remembering crimes against the Serbs in NDH,
which in the concentration camp Yasenovaz organized tortures (for which even
HITLER’s SS officers were ashamed) of the prisoners, who were innocent civil people
from babies to old ladies and men, Jews, Romes and mostly Serbs, about 800 000 of
whom were burnt alive in gas chambers,
~ consequently, the war started in Croatia when a bus with Croatian policemen arrived
near Plitvice to halt Serbs in their efforts to get an autonomy, and the war ended with
the USA officers prepared Croatian offensive, so that Croatian military units succeeded
not only to destroy Serbian defense but also to almost completely exterminate the Serbs
by forcing hundreds of thousands of them to the first such exodus in Europe after the II
World War, which was largely greeted by the USA and international mass media led by
the USA President and Government,
~ S. R. Bosnia and Herzegovina were established as a Republic of three constitutive
peoples with equal rights: the Croats, the Muslims and the Serbs, again in order to avoid
the autonomies and to prevent a natural union of the Serbs from Bosnia and
Herzegovina with the Serbs from Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia,
~ Croatian paramilitary units passed the bridge at Slavonski Brod (Croatia) and joined
Muslim paramilitary units in Bosanski Brod (Bosnia) with which they started to hunt
Serbs, at first the city Mayor, afterwards other City Hall Serbian officers, at the
beginning of 1992,
~ they completely burnt Serbian village Siyekovaz, near Bosanski Brod, together with its
inhabitants the next day,
~ and in the same period, the beginning of 1992, a group of Muslims attacked to be merry
and happy Serbian wedding in Sarayevo by wounding people and killing the father,
-

rather than to distort the truth so as in the false accusation against Serbian people for the
aggression in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, which they did not do,

-

rather than to hide the truth about crimes against humanity, such as the truth about the
massacres of Serbian people, e. g. the truth about the massacre of more than 1200 innocent
civil Serbs including children in Srebrenica, which caused Serbian reaction to fight against
the Muslim military group that committed the massacre,

-

rather than to accuse innocent people for that what they did not do, such as the accusation
against Serbian people for the claimed, but unproved, later massacre in Srebrenica of over
7000 Muslims including children, in spite of the fact that many of those claimed massacred
men were later discovered fighting in Bosnia,

-

rather than to distort the truth so as in the false accusation of the Serbs for massacre at
Sarayevo market "Markale", which they did not commit, but which was then used as a
(false) reason to justify the bombardment of innocent Serbian people of Republika Srpska,
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-

rather than to impose an occupation to a people by justifying it with false reasons, such as
the occupation of Republika Srpska (by the way, since criminals try to hide the history, to
forbid to others to refer to the history, and honest people care the history, let me be allowed
to mention rather than to ignore the facts that:
~ the first international political engagement of the Government of Germany after the
pacific and hopeful unification of East and West Germany was its forceful action to
disjoin SFR Yugoslavia,
~ the Government of Germany was eager to have German military troops in Yugoslavia,
in particular in Serbian Parentland, even by strongly breaking the Constitution of
Germany,
~ a German person is again supervising and commanding the occupation of the Serbs and
Serbian ancestor land, but not only in Republika Srpska,
what would say Lieutenant John MILLER if he knew all that?),

-

rather than to distort the truth about the victims and terrorists, such as the propaganda that
the Serbs were terrorizing Albanians in Kosovo and Metohiya,

-

rather than to hide the truth about the continuous atrocities and crimes by Albanian
terrorists against Serbian people at the South-West of Serbia: Kosovo and Metohiya, which
they have been continuously committing since HITLER's establishment of the Nazi state
the Great Albania that occupied Kosovo and Metohiya 1941, which caused defense
reactions, and which have been exploding since June 1999 into the total extermination of
Serbian and other non-Albanian people from that part of Serbia under the USA President
and Government, KFOR and UNMIK protection of Albanian terrorists, mainly immigrants,
organized in the KLA,

-

rather than to distort the truth about the lack of human rights and national minority rights,
such as in the USA President, Government and Congress claims that Albanian minority,
(which has been composed largely of immigrants to Serbia in Kosovo and Metohiya), did
not enjoy freely the rights, in spite they really did enjoy freely human and national minority
rights even wider than immigrants in other countries,

-

rather than to distort the truth as in the accusation of the Serbs for massacre at Racak in
Kosovo, which Serbs did not commit, but nevertheless it was then used as a (false) reason
to justify the bombardment of innocent Serbian people and people of Serbia and
Montenegro, including the Albanians in Kosovo and Metohiya,

-

rather than to hide the truth about the USA international involvements such as the USA
Government led NATO bombardment of Serbia and Montenegro, which caused the exodus
of Albanian people only the third day of the bombardment, and which did not exist before
the bombardment,

-

rather than to accuse consciously innocent people for what they did not do, which happened
to Serbian people that was falsely accused by the USA President, Government and a
number of Congress members for the exodus of the Albanians caused by the USA
Government led bombardment of Serbia 1999.

If I got the possibility to vote, then I would vote for the candidate to become the President of the United
States of America who would:
°

inform the USA people and international community about the truth on the people’s origin
when he speaks about that, so that when the USA President speaks about the history of Kosovo
and Metohiya then to present the fact that there have been only Serbian ancient monuments and
toponyms in Serbian cultural, religious and state cradle Kosovo and Metohiya and none
Albanian’s, which proves that the Serbs are there the autochthon people,

°

who would inform the USA people and international community about the truth on the events
in other countries under the USA and OUN supervision, so that when he speaks about that
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what has been going on in Kosovo and Metohiya, then to present the fact that Albanians have
been destroying Serbian ancient monuments and changing the toponyms in order to eliminate
the monumental proofs that Kosovo and Metohiya were Serbian cultural, religious and state
cradle before the Albanians started immigrating in mass under Turkish occupation and to
destroy the proofs that the Serbs are there the autochthon people,
°

who would inform truthfully the USA people and international community about other people's
rights and who will appreciate them equally rather than to suppress them to one whole people,
which happened in Yugoslavia where the USA Government appreciated and accepted the
results of referendums of the Croats and the Muslims in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina
to separate those republics from the other Yugoslav republics, but ignored the results of the
referendums of the Serbs to stay together with other republics, at least with Serbia; who would
inform truthfully the USA people that the problems in Yugoslavia should have been solved
constitutionally in the Federal Parliament and via the federal referendum both on that whether
"the self-determination UP to separation" meant in the Constitution that "separation" was
included or excluded, and, consequently, on the legitimate conditions and procedure for
deunification, since it was vague in the Constitution of SFR Yugoslavia (considered as a
constitutional obstacle to the deunification); who would inform truthfully the USA people that
the USA were obliged to accept only solutions compatible with the Constitution of SFR
Yugoslavia since the USA were recognizing SFR Yugoslavia as a sovereign and independent
state and since it was a cofounder of the OUN [in this concern, it is to mention that the USA
President, Government and Congress received July 1991 the Appeal to them to support a
pacific constitutional, legitimate resolution of the situation via regular elections for the Federal
Parliament (because the term had expired), to which all Yugoslav communist and Bosnian
Muslim fundamentalist leaders were making strong resistance fearing of loosing their positions
at the first federal free and democratic election that have never occurred because of the
Germany Government forced and the USA Government supported unconstitutional secession
of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Macedonia from SFR Yugoslavia],

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people about other people's devotion to neighboring
nations, so as about the truth that the Serbs, after liberating Serbia, continued to fight against
the occupiers in order to liberate all other Yugoslav nations and parts of Yugoslavia at the end
of the I World War, and that the Serbs were only Yugoslav nation that had then a free
sovereign independent state to invest in the creation of the common state,

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people about other people's devotion to democracy and
freedom, so as about the fact that the Kingdom of Serbia was one of the most democratic and
free European states at the beginning of the XX century, and that the Serbs imbedded it into the
common state in order to provide other Yugoslav peoples with democracy and freedom by
liberating them from centuries long foreign occupation (Turkish and/or Austro-Hungarian) and
because they believed in the brotherhood with all other Yugoslav nations,

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people about the situation in another country, so as about
the fact that the recognition of the political autonomy, or even independence of Kosovo and
Metohiya under the occupation of Albanians would be nothing else than the shameful
realization of the HITLER–MUSSOLINI fascistic goal, which would be then an inhuman
acknowledgement of sixty* years long process of Albanian terrorism, crimes, and atrocities
against the Serbs, and of the genocidal extermination of the Serbs from their ancestor land,

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people and international community about the truth on
the USA and international involvement in another country, so that when the USA President
speaks about Kosovo and Metohiya then to present the fact that there have been Albanian and
international robing of Serbian private, state and national properties and natural sources,

°

who would engage himself to help the mass media in the USA to inform truthfully the
Americans and the World rather than to use false arguments or even to create consciously lies
in order demonize one whole nation as it has happened unfortunately to Serbian nation,
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°

who would inform truthfully the USA people and international community about their
responsibilities and obligations resulting from their involvements in internal affairs of another
country, so that when the President of the USA speaks about the result and consequences of the
USA led NATO bombardment of Serbia and Montenegro, as well as of Republika Srpska, then
to make it clear to the Americans and the USA Congress that the USA together with all other
NATO member countries will:
- support the realization of the peaceful reestablishment of the sovereignty of R. Serbia over
Kosovo and Metohiya,
- support a peaceful effective and safe return of all Serbian and other non-Albanian families
to their homes and properties in Kosovo and Metohiya,
- repay without any further delay to Serbia, Montenegro and Republika Srpska for all the
damages done by the unjustifiable bombardments, and to lead its effective realization,
- ensure and help, respectively, the peaceful withdrawal of all the USA and other foreign
troops from Kosovo and Metohiya in about three months after the inauguration,
- support a pacific development of tolerant and respectful relationships among all people
living in Kosovo and Metohiya,

°

who would endeavor to contribute to a pacific honest development or creation of tolerant,
respectfully based good international relationships, rather than to provoke or support spreading,
or even creating, a hate among peoples,

°

who would appreciate freedom of peoples, independence and sovereignty of their
internationally recognized states.

If I got the possibility to vote then I would vote for the candidate to become the President of the United
States of America who would be completely verbally and really devoted to the USA Constitution, who would
appreciate and protect justice and the USA juridical system, who would care the great national values of the
Americans and contribute to their best pacific realizations internally and internationally.
If I got the possibility to vote then I would vote for the candidate to become the President of the United
States of America who has been and who would stay verbally and actively, formally and essentially, faithful and
decided
ANTIFASCIST.
With sincere thanks for your time and attention devoted to this letter, I stay respectfully yours.

Dr. Lyubomir T. Gruyitch **, D. H. C.
University Professor
1, rue Marcel Paul
90000 Belfort
France
*

In my letter of yesterday I typed wrongly “fifty five” instead of correct “sixty”. Please, excuse me for
the error.

**

I preferably write my name and family name in English, as above, when the whole text is in English in
order to preserve the correct pronunciation. For the formal complete identification, I note that they are
written in the passport in another foreign alphabet for the Serbs: Ljubomir T. Grujic'.
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